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A majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded,
salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years,
CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped
millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly
hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car
shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition,
CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and
sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built
up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including government offices, law
enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and
many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has collected information
from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth.
Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I had the report. Vehicle
imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with us and we have a lot
of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant Access. We offer you
unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions. Trusted by millions of
users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to detect mileage rollback?
Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the selling process of used cars.
However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though odometer fraud is difficult to
detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a car from the USA. There are a
few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service History of a Car. How
important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these questions and explains
the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can find the complete
history of service records. Make a VIN Search. The model line was sold in passenger van and
cargo van configurations as well as a cutaway van chassis that served as the basis for a variety
of custom applications. Produced across three generations, the model line was sold under a
wide variety of model names under both the Chevrolet and GMC brands. The first General
Motors van was the Chevrolet Corvair -based Chevrolet Greenbrier van, or Corvan introduced
for , which used a flat-6 opposed rear engine with air cooling , inspired by the Volkswagen bus.
Production of the Chevrolet Greenbrier ended during the model year. First-generation Chevrolet
van refers to the first G half-ton production years through General Motors saw a market for a
compact van based on a modified passenger car platform to compete with the already
successful Ford Econoline and Dodge A The Chevrolet van had a cab-forward design with the
engine placed in a "doghouse" between and behind the front seats. The implementation of
situating the driver on top of the front axle with the engine near the front wheels is called
internationally a " cab over " vehicle. Engines and brakes were sourced from the Chevy II , a
more conventional compact car than Chevrolet Corvair. A first-generation is identified by its
single-piece flat windshield glass. The first Chevrolet van was originally marketed and sold as a
panel van for purely utilitarian purposes. Windows were available as an option, but were simply
cut into the sides from the factory. In , Chevrolet added the "Sportvan", which featured windows
actually integrated into the body. GMC marketed its window van as "Handi-Bus". Air
conditioning, power steering, and power brakes were not available in the first-generation vans.
The new van was of simple construction and its box shape was designed to maximize the
hauling of cargo, tools, and equipment. The base cargo model was the Chevyvan, available with
or without windows and side cargo doors. Basic amenities such as a heater and a right-front
passenger seat were options. The Warner 3-speed manual transmission was standard with a
column shift. A 2-speed Powerglide automatic transmission was optional. The model year
included minor changes. The grille openings were widened and received one additional slot just
above the bumper to increase cooling. Seat belts were added. The Sportvan was more of a
passenger-friendly van with windows molded into the van body. A retractable rear courtesy step
for the passenger side doors was used on the Sportvan. The last model year of the flat glass
front end on the Chevrolet vans was Changes included the addition of back-up lights, the side
emblems were moved forward and now mounted on the front doors, and the antenna location
was moved from the right side to the left side. The base model "Sportvan" now had two
additional trim packages available: Sportvan Custom and Sportvan Deluxe. These featured
available upgrades such as chrome bumpers, two-tone paint, rear passenger seats, interior
paneling, padded dash, and chrome horn ring. In , the Chevrolet van received a major facelift,
including moving the headlights down to a new redesigned grille, larger, rectangular taillights,
and a curved windshield. The forward control cab design was retained, but the doghouse was
lengthened, widened, and slightly relocated in order to fit an optional Chevrolet Small-Block
engine. Engine cooling was improved with the addition of an optional larger cross-flow type
radiator and a redesigned front that included a low-profile tunnel allowing more fresh air to the

radiator. Power steering and "conventional" air conditioning with dash vents and controls were
never available on the second-generation van. The headlights were relocated into a new grille,
the rectangular taillights were longer, and the windshield was new. The model year was the only
early second-generation that did not have side marker lights. The forward control cab design
was retained, but the doghouse was widened and lengthened to fit the optional V8 Chevrolet
Small-Block engine. Engine cooling was improved with a redesigned doghouse, the addition of
a larger optional cross-flow type radiator, and a redesigned front floor tunnel to provide more
outside air to the radiator. The G featured heavier suspension, a bolt rear axle, and increased
hauling capability with wheels having a 6-lug bolt pattern. The G model was available only on
the inch wheelbase version. Brakes were now upgraded to a safer split system including a dual
reservoir master cylinder. This was the first year that Chevrolet vans had side-marker lights,
mandated by federal government regulations. The front lights were located in the middle of the
front doors, while the rear marker lights were located about a foot inward of the rear edge just
below the vertical middle of the van. For the model year, the 3-speed TH Turbo-Hydramatic
automatic transmission was an option. This was not a typical AC setup with dash vents and
controls, but a roof-mounted unit with a single blower duct that had adjustable louvers to direct
airflow. The AC unit was independent of the cabin heater. It was operated by a single knob on a
roof control panel that turned on the AC and allowed the selection of fan speed. With no actual
temperature control, the fan speed was the only way to adjust for the desired comfort level. The
model year was the last year of the square styling, front drum brakes, and I-beam front axle. It is
referenced in the owner's manual, but not mentioned in the dealer brochures. The 3-speed
automatic and manual 4-speed column shift continued to be available as transmission options.
Air conditioning may not have been available for the model year. It is not listed as an option in a
detailed page brochure, and unlike , there is no mention of it in the owner's manual. In April , [
citation needed ] GM introduced the third-generation G-series vans as model-year vehicles. In a
complete redesign of the model line, the vans adopted a front-engine configuration adding a
hood to the body [1]. In production for 25 years, the third-generation G-series vans became one
of the longest-produced vehicle platforms designed by General Motors. In line with the two
previous generations, the third-generation G-series vans again used unibody construction,
integrating the frame rails into the floorpan; the side panels were constructed of a single-piece
stamping. From to , the inch wheelbase was used for cutaway chassis; for , a single rear-wheel
version was introduced for an extended-length van body. The front suspension underwent an
extensive design change, deleting its leaf-sprung front axle; in line with C-series pickup trucks,
the vans received independent front suspension with coil springs and control arms allowing for
much wider spacing of the front wheels [2] [1]. The rear axle suspension largely remained the
same, retaining a leaf-sprung solid rear axle. The four-wheel drum brakes of the previous
generation were abandoned, as the third-generation G-series vans adopted front disc brakes.
For its introduction, the G-series model line was offered with three different engines. Alongside
a 3-speed manual transmission, the 2-speed Powerglide was offered alongside the 3-speed
Turbo-Hydromatic automatic. As part of the model update, the powertrain line underwent further
revision, with the six dropped from G-series vans entirely; GM began the use of metric
displacement figures. For , a 6. For , the four-barrel carburetor for the V6 was replaced by
throttle-body fuel injection TBI , with the 5. Alongside three-speed and four-speed manual
transmissions, the G-series vans were offered with three-speed and four-speed automatic
transmissions. For , a fuel-injected 7. For , manual transmissions were discontinued and the
four-speed automatic became standard equipment on nearly all body configurations; [3] for , the
4L60E and 4L80E 4-speed automatics renamed from THMR4 and THM, respectively replaced the
three-speed entirely. While the gasoline engine offerings would remain largely unchanged after
the model year, the 6. For , the 4. As part of the shift to a front-engine design layout, the body
received a conventional hood, allowing for access to the engine from outside of the vehicle.
Prior to , the G-series cargo van was sold with only a driver's seat with an optional
passenger-side seat. Similar in appearance to the European Bedford CF introduced by GM
subsidiary Vauxhall in , the G-series vans differed from one another in divisional badging.
Alongside fender badging, Chevrolet badging was centered within the grille while GMC lettering
was placed on the hood above the grille. In contrast to the "Action-Line" pickup trucks, the vans
are fitted with a horizontal-slat grille. For , the rear bench seats were redesigned in passenger
vans, allowing them to be removed without tools. For , the exterior underwent a revision; along
with minor changes to the fenders and the introduction of larger bumpers, the grille was
redesigned. The dashboard was redesigned with recessed gauge pods and an angled center
console, a design that would remain in use through For , the grille saw a minor revision,
adopting larger side-view mirrors for the doors. A locking steering column with
column-mounted ignition switch was introduced for , with the model line relocating the dimmer

switch and wiper controls on the turn signal control stalk. As a one-year-only option, GM
offered window glass on the left-side rear door in place of both rear doors or neither. For , the
G-series van underwent a set of minor exterior and interior revisions. While retaining the
dashboard from , a tilt steering column was introduced sourcing the steering wheel from
Chevrolet mid-size sedans , moving the manual transmission shifter from the steering column
to the floor. For , GM introduced an extended-wheelbase version of the G-series van on 1-ton
series vans. While trailing Ford and Dodge by over a decade, the design was the first produced
on an extended-wheelbase design. In line with previous versions, two headlights remained
standard on cargo vans and lower-trim passenger vans with four headlights as an option on
higher-trim passenger vans. Several safety features were phased in during the production of the
final model update. For , a brake-shift interlock requiring the brake pedal to be depressed to
shift from park was introduced. For , a driver's side airbag was added to all vehicles under 8, lbs
GVWR , the new steering wheel coincided with the introduction of an updated instrument panel.
For , to bridge the gap between the G-series and the P-series stripped chassis, a heavier-duty
version of the G30 cutaway chassis was introduced. For the model year, the third-generation
G-series van was renamed the "G-Classic" and was pared down to versions with a GVWR above
8, pounds; sales were ended in the state of California. As with previous generations, the model
line was again named the G-series van distinct from the intermediate GM G platform. Offered in
10, 20, and 30 series, the Chevrolet Chevy Van cargo van and Chevrolet Sportvan passenger
van were joined by multiple nameplates through the production of the third generation. Revived
from the Tri-Five station wagon series, the Beauville was the highest-trim Chevrolet passenger
van, offering upgraded seats and interior trim. The Bonaventure was produced during the s as
an intermediate trim level between the Sportvan and the Beauville. As conversion vans were
outfitted by second parties, such vehicles were badged with the Chevy Van and GMC Vandura
cargo van nameplates. The vehicle used a Union Carbide cryogenic fuel cell to power a
horsepower electric motor. It never went into production due to cost issues and safety
concerns. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Redirected from Chevrolet Van. For the post
successor, see Chevrolet Express. This article needs additional citations for verification. Please
help improve this article by adding citations to reliable sources. Unsourced material may be
challenged and removed. Motor vehicle. Retrieved GM Heritage Center. Retrieved 26 November
Classic TV Cars. Retrieved 20 December GMC , a marque of General Motors , light truck
timeline, international market, sâ€”present. Cars starring in movies and TV series 1. Categories
: s cars s cars s cars All-wheel-drive vehicles Cab over vehicles Cars introduced in Chevrolet
vehicles Motor vehicles manufactured in the United States Rear-wheel-drive vehicles School
bus chassis Vans. Hidden categories: Articles needing additional references from October All
articles needing additional references Articles with short description Short description is
different from Wikidata All articles with unsourced statements Articles with unsourced
statements from August Commons category link is on Wikidata. Namespaces Article Talk.
Views Read Edit View history. Help Learn to edit Community portal Recent changes Upload file.
Download as PDF Printable version. Wikimedia Commons. Chevrolet Greenbrier Sportswagon.
Wikimedia Commons has media related to Chevrolet Van. Full-size SUV. K5 Blazer. Coupe
utility. El Toro. El Camino. Compact pickup. Full-size pickup. Advance Design. Task Force.
Subcompact crossover SUV. Compact crossover SUV. Captiva Sport. Mid-size crossover SUV.
Full-size crossover SUV. Mini SUV. Compact SUV. Grand Vitara. S Blazer. Mid-size SUV. Grand
Blazer. Chevy LUV D-Max. Mid-size pickup. Lumina APV. Trans Sport. City Express.
Subcompact car. Compact crossover. Mid-size crossover. Full-size crossover. S Jimmy. K5
Jimmy. Yukon XL. S Sonoma. This page is for personal, non-commercial use. We get it. Ads can
be annoying. But ads are also how we keep the garage doors open and the lights on here at
Autoblog - and keep our stories free for you and for everyone. And free is good, right? If you'd
be so kind as to allow our site, we promise to keep bringing you great content. Thanks for that.
And thanks for reading Autoblog. Pricing Specs Equipment. Maximum cargo capacity Standard
seating 2 Exterior Length Gross weight 9, lbs. Fuel Fuel tank capacity Torque rpm 2, Payload 4,
lbs. Maximum towing capacity 10, lbs. Drive type rear-wheel Turning radius Research Another
Vehicle. Upfitter Pkg. We notice you're using an ad blocker. Please consider allowing Autoblog.
Allow Us! Here's how to disable adblocking on our site. Click on the icon for your Adblocker in
your browser. A drop down menu will appear. Select the option to run ads for autoblog. The
exact text will differ depending on the actual application you have running. Refresh the
Autoblog page you were viewing. Hey again! You still haven't turned off your adblocker or
allowed our site. It only takes a few seconds. You must be logged in to perform that action. You
must have JavaScript enabled to experience the new Autoblog. Please follow the instructions
below to enable JavaScript in your browser. By choosing this color:. Cancel Change Color. By
choosing this option:. Cancel Confirm. Updating Configuration The Chevy Express has been a

very reliable vehicle. The quality of the vehicle is lacking in certain areas. For example, almost
every interior light has failed. Engine performance and fuel economy is nothing to brag about. I
expected low milage but not 15mpg on the highway unloaded. About 11 or 12 in the city. Owned
10 years, over , miles on it, still going strong. Repairs relatively minor: brakes, belts, that sort of
thing. Amazingly, still riding on the original transmission. If you need to move a lot of people
and their stuff, she's beast of a workhorse. Because it is so big, the MPG is very low, around
But she's amazingly easy to handle, and park, and the visibility is the best of the big vans. Very
reliable workhorse. Minor issues: drivers side window failed at 70K. Door lock panel fell inside
door. Interior side panels got loose at about K. Tires are expensive to replace. But she's been
one of the best vans we've owned, and we've used her hard! A great family vehicle to own! You
get plenty of cargo and passeger room. I personally have a conversion van package and love
the extra headroom and accessories. What other vehicle can you drive and have to stop to calm
or assist children in rear without leaving the vehicle? Very reliable and trust worthy. I was more
than willing to pay at the pump and be comfortable and not crambed. This van serves the
purposes I bought it for. It drives smooth and pulls my 19 FT bow rider boat better than my old
92' F The clearance inside is higher than my truck was with a cap on it. All the seats remove
easily so I can load up with music equipment. I can even leave seats in and bring the band along
with me. It has the 5. I use it to take the garbage to the dump too. The garbage cans will fit
standing up in the back with the lids on. I haven't owned it for very long so I can't tell you all the
many uses. This design is a huge improvement over previous Chevrolet Vans. I find the interior
to be much quieter, ride to be better, and handling to be much easier. I do have this van in a
conversion form, but it outclasses my older GS van by far. Popular searches. My notifications
My Account. More about the Express. View Photos. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for
sale. Filter by: All ratings 5 stars 4 stars 3 stars 2 stars 1 star. Items per page:. Write a review
See all Expresses for sale. Sponsored cars related to the Express. Sign Up. Choices when it
comes to full-size vans are easy to make. If the Express offers the package you need in a
full-size van, then buy it. When Chevy dealers received a brand-new, full-size van to sell in , it
marked the first time in 25 years that GM had completely redesigned its big vans. The Chevy
Express comes standard with lots of cargo space, dual airbags and four-wheel antilock brakes.
And it can be equipped with a variety of powerful engines. With this modern design and
body-on-frame construction, Chevrolet is stealing some of Ford's thunder in the full-size van
market. Because most full-size vans are bought for conversion into rolling motel rooms,
engineers decided to put the Chevy Express on a full-frame platform for improved stability.
Regular-length models carry cubic feet of cargo, and extended-length vans can haul cubic feet
of stuff. Trick rear doors open degrees to make loading and unloading easier. Up to 15
passengers can ride in the extended-length version, making it perfect for use as an airport
shuttle. Other seating options include five-, eight- and passenger arrangements. And Gs can
tow up to 10, pounds when properly equipped. For convenience, the full-size spare is stored
underneath the cargo floor. A gallon fuel tank keeps this thirsty vehicle from frequent fill-ups,
but topping off an empty tank will quickly empty your wallet. Engine choices are sourced from
the Chevrolet family of Vortec gasoline motors, or if you prefer, a turbocharged diesel. The
Vortec V6 has been updated for to provide quieter operation, reduced emissions and improved
durability. Other powerplants include the , , and V8s, and a 6. Two trim levels are available: base
and LS. Child safety locks are standard on the rear and side doors. Handy assist handles help
folks climb in and out. LS adds power windows and locks, cruise control and tilt wheel. We'll
admit the high, rear pillar-mounted taillights are odd looking, but at least they're functional.
They can easily be seen even if the van is operated with the rear doors open. Low-mounted
bumpers and moldings make the Chevy Express look much taller than it is. An attractively
sculpted body side gives the van's smooth, slab-sided flanks a dose of character, as does the
quad-lamp grille arrangement. For , new exterior colors and side striping debut, as a new rear
defogger is available for models with fixed or vented rear glass. Doing so could save you
hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides consumer-driven dealership sales
and service reviews to help you make informed decisions about what cars to buy and where to
buy them. Simply research the type of car you're interested in and then select a used car from
our massive database to find cheap prew-owned vehicles for sale near you. Once you have
identified a used vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read
dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid for the Used Chevrolet Express. Is it better
to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to
go. And from a financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly
payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand,
can be a less expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone
who likes to drive a new car every three years or so. Check out Chevrolet lease specials Check

out Chevrolet Express lease specials. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Review
Features Save. View Photos. Appraise this car. Odd arched-eyebrow taillamps spoil clean
design, not as refined as Ford Econoline. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for
sale. Edmunds' Expert Review. Vehicle overview. Chevy updates the basic V6 for quieter
operation, enhanced durability and reduced emissions. A new rear defogger on models with
fixed rear glass improves visibility in inclement weather. Read more. Write a review See all 10
reviews. The Chevy Express has been a very reliable vehicle. The quality of the vehicle is
lacking in certain areas. For example, almost every interior light has failed. Engine performance
and fuel economy is nothing to brag about. I expected low milage but not 15mpg on the highway
unloaded. About 11 or 12 in the city. Read less. Owned 10 years, over , miles on it, still going
strong. Repairs relatively minor: brakes, belts, that sort of thing. Amazingly, still riding on the
original transmission. If you need to move a lot of people and their stuff, she's beast of a
workhorse. Because it is so big, the MPG is very low, around But she's amazingly easy to
handle, and park, and the visibility is the best of the big vans. Very reliable workhorse. Minor
issues: drivers side window failed at 70K. Door lock panel fell inside door. Interior side panels
got loose at about K. Tires are expensive to replace. But she's been one of the best vans we've
owned, and we've used her hard! A great family vehicle to own! You get plenty of cargo and
passeger room. I personally have a conversion van package and love the extra headroom and
accessories. What other vehicle can you drive and have to stop to calm or assist children in rear
without leaving the vehicle? Very reliable and trust worthy. I was more than willing to pay at the
pump and be comfortable and not crambed. This van serves the purposes I bought it for. It
drives smooth and pulls my 19 FT bow rider boat better than my old 92' F The clearance inside
is higher than my truck was with a cap on it. All the seats remove easily so I can load up with
music equipment. I can even leave seats in and bring the band along with me. It has the 5. I use
it to take the garbage to the dump too. The garbage cans will fit standing up in the back with the
lids on. I haven't owned it for very long so I can't tell you all the many uses. See all 10 reviews of
the Used Chevrolet Express. Write a review. IIHS Rating. Side Impact Test. See full safety
scores. Sponsored cars related to the Express. Sign Up. My current vehicle is a Chevy astro
van. It runs and drives great. I bought it in March of this year and have no problems. It has
minimal rust. The van has issues with wiring in the brake light on the drivers side, as well as in
the dome light. The van runs okay, but is in need of spark plugs replaced, as well as the o2
sensor. I have the parts ready to be put in the van. It has the basic features air, power windows,
heat and radio. I do keep up on the maintenance so the engine has not given a lot of problems.
The paint hold up very well without fading or chipping. The undercarriage is a simple one so
there's not a lot to go wrong. I like how durable it is; had for like years and still works really well.
Not so much maintenance has been made and still runs smoothly. It is a good card it is reliable
and it never fails. There is a lot of space inside and it doesn't waste that much gas. Ultra
reliable, fuel pumps gets clogged easily, suspension wears out, but it has over , miles, so some
failures are warranted. Lots cargo space, removable seats, a bit heavy for older folk. Chevy
Astro van is very reliable it has much room inside for passengers it's a little tiring for long
journeys but is it strong then. I like it, just wish that the belt would stay on. Other than that I am
pretty happy with it. It is comfortable enough to fit the whole family. It's a gas guzzler. I do
however enjoy the interior. The speakers work well and the lights inside are super cool. AWD is
also nice. It gets us where we need to go without dying or overheating and it's better than
walking. It runs well. It is ugly and old. The engine squeals with a loud annoying noise. Motor is
definitely the best thing about it. Battery cables have a short. Which keep killing alternator. So
battery need to get replaced. Then battery, and alternator, also battery cables. We have had our
actor van for quite sometime now and it's been good to use reliable trustworthy strong engine
good on gas. It is lasting longer than expected. It's a great vehicle. LIKE It's a sturdy vehicle. I
really haven't had any problems or issues, just regular maintenance. It's been reliable so not
much to warn about. The Vortec V6 engine has been bulletproof. The van is absolutely the best
vehicle I ever drove. That 4. The drive train also performs well. It is old and falling apart. The van
has rust, does not do well in the heat, has had electrical problems. The only reason I still have it
is because of the wheelchair lift in the back. I like being able to fit my family and luggage in at
once. The car is very reliable and a blessing to me. I love having a vehicle that is reliable. I
honestly have no complaints about it in general. It's very beat up with a lot of problems but
that's do to poor upkeep and not being able to afford repairs. With that in mind my van is one
tough hombre, it won't quit running and has a lot of power, very durable vehicle. The van is
reliable, it can carry a lot of weight, and tow a lot for a van. It is a little uncomfortable for long
trips. Brakes wear fast on it, and the ac is always failing, the alternator is also bad, keeps
burning out
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often. The seats are a bit hard to remove, but once they are out there is a lot of room. Change
Year. Owner Reviews See below. For Sale Near Me. Owner Reviews. Filter by: Rating. Feature
Reviews. Comfort Reviews. Fuel Economy Reviews. Value Reviews. Interior Reviews. Problems
Reviews. Reliability Reviews. Search by keyword. Most Helpful. Most Recent. Highest Rating.
Lowest Rating. Amanda S wrote on July 28, Jessica T wrote on July 4, Craig E wrote on
September 19, Alam A wrote on August 18, David C wrote on November 22, Rod K wrote on
November 22, Gilberto C wrote on November 22, Jacqueline T wrote on November 22, Brittany S
wrote on November 22, Alex L wrote on October 23, Jessica D wrote on October 23, Shawn M
wrote on October 23, Nubia C wrote on October 23, April R wrote on October 23, Art D wrote on
October 23, David F wrote on October 23, Rudolf B wrote on October 23, Lauren H wrote on
October 23, Richard G wrote on October 23, Gilbert P wrote on October 23, Continue to
Overview.

